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Taste a life

 

 
 

 
 
 

Route

Meetings and Events

The São Cristóvão boat, with capacity for 164 people, allows you to 
enjoy a sightseeing tour in Albufeira de Castelo de Bode.
Nature is a treasure to be explored, taking into account the quality 
of the air and water, which is the paradise we o�er you.

After parking, in a private car park, between the Lago Azul Eco 
Hotel and the Aldeamento das Varandas do Lago, we begin the 
journey through the Dam.
Castelo de Bode, famous for its �ow and for capturing the water 
that supplies Lisbon.
The dam is one of the largest arti�cial lakes in Europe with 60 km in 
length and where we can enjoy moments of leisure and adrenaline.
Along the way we can enjoy the fauna and �ora of the Rio Zêzere, 
observing the banks and being surprised by all its variety and 
beauty.
We crossed paths with small boats, paddles, canoes and even saw 
fans of faster and more adrenaline-fueled sports.
Further on, the “famous” island of Lombo, which we circle and we 
can enjoy the view of the bridge that connects Beiras and which 
later can take you to places of simple beauty such as Constância, 
Vila de Rei (the geodesic center of the country) or a visit to the 
Castle of Almourol. But, that's later! We've just circled the island and 
we're back, slowly, as if savoring the good things in life,
feel the breeze, photograph in your memory this calm that is lived 
here.
These hours in your company go by quickly, but after experiencing 
it, we know that we will see each other again soon!

Rio Zêzere has a special energy that we want to share with you. 
Plan your family party or your company event at Boat São Cristóvão 
and elevate the concept of work and celebr tion on this fabulous 
tour.

Lago Azul Eco Hotel
Apartamentos do Lago
Praia �uvial do Penedo Furado
Aldeia Águas Belas e o seu relógio de sol
Aldeias do Xisto à volta do Zêzere
Tomar
Fátima

Located on Lago Azul, the Boat São Cristóvão allows for an unforge-
ttable experience.
Come for a walk on the Rio Zêzere and enjoy a memorable tour 
while savoring the delicious proposals from our restaurant and bar 
service.

Capacity
Floor 0 - 90 pax
Floor 1 - 70 pax
Deck - 30 pax 


